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Introduction

This document provides installation instructions for release 1567 for the dependent reporting changes. The requirements specify changes to the selection criteria to ensure that dependents are selected for the Other Child Verification report, Duplicate Insurance Coverage report, and Missing Dependent SSN report only when the employee and dependent are covered for a given plan as of the current month.

Please review these instructions carefully before proceeding with the installation.

Installation Sequence

1. Install for Testing:
   - COBOL Program Installation

      At UCOP, all COBOL programs pass through the DB2 pre-compiler, whether or not the program contains embedded SQL, to resolve INCLUDE references. Your site may have different requirements.

      Note: "DUAL" programs must be compiled twice and linked into batch and online libraries ("LOADLIB" and "OLOADLIB" respectively). "CICS" programs must be CICS pre-compiled and compiled once and linked into OLOADLIB. "BATCH" programs must be compiled once and linked into the batch LOADLIB only.

      Modify, install, compile and link the modified program listed in the following table. If a BIND is required, it is indicated in the table under the heading “Bind”.

      | PROGRAM | DB2 Pre-Compile | Compile | Bind | Done? |
      |---------|-----------------|---------|------|-------|
      | PPP881  | Yes             | Batch   | Plan |       |
      | PPP882  | Yes             | Batch   | Plan |       |
      | PPP883  | Yes             | Batch   | Plan |       |

2. Execute and verify the rest of the test plan, per supplied instructions.

3. Perform any desired additional campus testing.

4. Install into Production:
   - Install COBOL Program and Bind the Plan as described in the installation instruction above for the testing.
5. JCL Changes

The existing JCL to execute PPP883 needs a few changes because we have added 2 new files for the reports PPP8834 and PPP8835.

The specification record will now allow the selection of any one or all of the following reports:

13th position in the spec card is for report PPP8831 -- Adult Dependents Missing SSNs by Employee Name
14th position in the spec card is for report PPP8832 -- Adult Dependents Missing SSNs by Home Department
15th position in the spec card is for report PPP8834 -- Child Dependents Missing SSNs by Employee Name
16th position in the spec card is for report PPP8835 -- Child Dependents Missing SSNs by Home Department

The length of the new reports is also 133 like the other reports PPP8831 and PPP8832.

Each campus needs to decide about which reports they are interested and change the specification card accordingly. If you decide not to change the specication card then the reports produced by the program PPP883 are:

PPP8831 -- Adult Dependents Missing SSNs by Employee Name
PPP8832 -- Adult Dependents Missing SSNs by Home Department

The Sample JCL is included in PAYDIST.R1567.JCL.

6. Startup Instructions

None.